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Abstract 
We present the use of camera for sport judge, where the best sport broadcasting soccer which is popular worldwide to be more 
interesting with the right result. The audience which is known as sport fan club or spectators expects the right competition results, 
which may be concerned the gamblers. We use a remote camera system for the game clarification, i.e. fair play because the 
criticism of judges and the referees may be inappropriate behaviors. We use the system based on closed circuit television 
(CCTV) cameras to support judges and the lineman decision. Moreover, the monitoring of audience and game can be provided by 
using the registered and telescope cameras, respectively, which mean that the game result with fairly play can be seen over the
audiences. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Sport has become the major role in human life for years. However, the developments in sports are still important, 
where one of them is the referees’ decision, where sometime the wrong decision is occurred. In view of mobile 
object, it is interesting in tracking the movement of object, which is sometime become a difficult problem. For 
instance, the football players are moving fast for referees and sport audience around the world to attention (Lee et al., 
2008). Football is a valuable activity in any part of the game to the popular audience because of the different reasons, 
where the important events of football games can be recorded and re-play for game analysis (Khatoonabadi, S. and  
Rahmati, 2009). Consequently, the images such as a shot on goal from left corner and right penalty area can be 
captured by using a camera. But a problem is occurred sometime because of the camera is at the distance away from 
the football player, and the speed of player allows the referees to look and catch up the game (Ozaki, 2002).        
Audience can be divided into 2 types; (i) real audience in the field, (ii) and watch live on TV. Audience in the 
field has different views depending on the direction of the seat viewing position. Problem is the audience can see 
only part of the game. Therefore, the use of memory/record camera can be useful after the game in any case 
(Buraimo, B. and Simmons, 2009). In this work, we propose the use of cameras to monitor the game all around the 
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stadium, which may be coverage all kind of problems during the game that can be made the game more interesting 
with the appropriate results and decision.   
2. Game monitoring 
Closed circuit television (CCTV) has been widely used in many areas (William, 2007), especially, in security 
works (Welsh and Farrington, 2007).  In this work, the use of CCTV and remote cameras is proposed to form the 
dynamic monitoring of sport game. Thus, the effective decision can be made if some problems occurred. 
Figure 1 Live sport monitoring system. 
Figure 2 Block diagram of the system to work collaboratively with CCTV camera system via wireless internet.
In Figure 1, judge main is actually within the active game with a fore head camera and mobile terminal, which 
they are connected to the control center.  The other judges (linemen) are in the position with the mobile terminals 
that they can see the same images with the main judge form the control center. The two more supported cameras are 
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distance away which can be captured by the registered audience and telescope cameras, which can be monitor and 
edited by the supporting staffs at the control center.  
Figure 2 shows images from the connection between Director frontal camera and video camera over the board of 
Director encoding and sending image via the internet into the mobile terminal is a problem in the hands of judges 
committee (Reynolds and Broderick, 2000). For fast, accurate and fair directors will judge the photos from control 
center will include a video image from video cameras around the field, including images from camera to the board 
of judges and lineman capacity to see view all images in a fraction of a second (Cameron, 2004; Xie et al., 2004). 
Figure 3 shows actual scenes used to send a short time mobile device.
Figure 3 shows that the committee judges cannot see player hand overhand because many players in the event 
that disorder and judges away from the active game, where in this case the referee can see image from the mobile 
terminal as soon as the warning signal from the control center receipt. 
3. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented the use of security cameras installed at the referees’ fore heads and the CCTV 
cameras around the sport audience. Hence, the mobile terminals in the referees’ hands can be used to connect to the 
central controller, whereas the effective decision can be made, especially, when the wrong decision is occurred, 
which can be made more interesting game to the spectators and broadcasting audience.
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